An accurate calibration of magnification, diffraction patterns and the relative rotation between the two is critical in quantitative transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The manufacturers of TEM's supply magnification values for each image magnification step and each value of camera length for their instruments, but these values have been observed to be in error by up to 10%, These errors can occur due to variations in lenses in individual microscopes as well as through power supply variations and aging electronic components. Before attempting quantitative TEM analysis, a series of calibrations of the individual TEU should be undertaken. Historically, four or five separate calibration samples were required to properly calibrate a transmission electron microscope (see Edington, (1976) for an excellent review). More comprehensive calibration sampies are now being manufactured using the techniques of the semiconductor industry that allow the three major TEM calibrations to be performed with a single sample (McCaffrey, 19%) In performing a magnification calibration, special care must be taken in several areas. The calibration sample and all samples on which measurements are being made must be imaged at exactly the eucentric height of the microscope to avoid errors. Hysteresis in the electromagnetic lenses can also cause erroneous measurements. To avoid hysteresis, a useful procedure is to turn the magnification of the microscope to its highest value, then lower the magnification to the range of interest, both when recording the known spacings on the calibration sample, and when making a measurement.
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To obtain values for the TEM camera constants that allow indexing electron diffraction patterns, it is necessary to calibrate diffraction patterns at the various camera lengths. Once the camera constant is known for a particular camera length, measurements can be made of diffraction spot or ring spacings, To use this chart of camera constant values to determine unknown crystal lattice plane spacings, diffraction patterns of the unknown material should be recorded at a value of camera length for which the camera constant has been calculated. The unknown lattice spacing is calculated by measuring the diffraction spot spacing or diffraction ring radius "R" on the negative or digital image as above. By then dividing the appropriate camera constant value XL by the measured "R", one arrives at the crystal lattice spacing "d".
Diffraction pattern calibrations usually require an amorphous compound or pure element sample (thallous chloride, Al, or Au) with known, unambiguous spacings. The major source of error in this procedure is the accuracy of the measurement determining these diffraction ring radii ("R" values for different reflections). This value can be measured much more accurately by using the same single crystal silicon sample as was used for the magnification calibration, By choosing a small selected area diffraction aperture, diffraction patterns with sharp, single crystal diffraction spots can be taken at each camera length of interest. By measuring the length of a series of spots and dividing by the total number of spacings (for example, by measuring on the diffraction pattern from the ( bar-3 bar-3 3) spot to the ( 3 3 bar-3} spot and dividing by 6 (see figure 2 ) a more accurate value of the diffraction ring radius R can be determined, Finally, the calibration of the rotation between the diffraction pattern and the image is essential for transferring cry stal log rap hie information from the diffraction pattern to the image, This is useful for applications such as indexing dislocations or identifying the orientation of crystallites. In TEM's where compensation circuitry is not included, magnetic lenses produce a rotation between an image and the object itself. This rotation depends on lens excitation, so the image rotates on the viewing screen as the magnification is changed. Diffraction -16- patterns at a specific camera length, however, are always produced with the same lens excitation, and remain stationary. lockwise to the (220) image direction; etc. (see Figure 3 ).
An ct-MoO3 sample has traditionally been used for the image/diffraction pattern rotation calibration because of its distinctive shape. The cross-sectional single-crystal silicon sample mentioned above can also be used, since the original sample surface direction can be used as the reference for direction on the sample. In both of these materials, simple techniques can be used to resolve the 180 sample ambiguity, i.e., the two-fold crystal symmetry of the viewing zone.
The stability and durability of TEU's is such that once a complete calibration is done, frequent recalibration is not necessary. However, any changes to the high tension supply (high tension cables, power supplies, EPROMS, etc.), call for a recalibration, As a rule, an annual verification or recalibration is prudent.
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